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Preface to the 2013 Edition 
Roger H. Ford, Ph.D. 
Chairman of the Board 
South China Sea Development Company, Limited 

 

Thirty years ago I conceived the idea to conduct a 

thorough study on the composition and performance 

of the boards of directors for the Inc. 500, a list of the 

fastest-growing, privately-owned firms in America.  

The study (completed in 1986) became my doctoral 

dissertation for a Ph. D. at Syracuse University. 

 

When I first floated this idea to my professors some 

were skeptical if the study would be suitable for a 

dissertation.  A few worried that CEOs of these fast-

growing firms would not respond to my questionnaire.  

Another doubted that I would learn anything worth 

adding to the literature.  I still recall him saying, 

“Companies use boards, they help, period.  What is 

new in that?”  These challenges motivated me to keep 

pursuing the idea as I took classes, reviewed the 

relevant literature on entrepreneurship and corporate 

governance, and, studied research methods.  Finally, 
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with the help of my dissertation committee, led by 

Professor David Wilemon, my thesis was approved. 

 

The simple idea to take a look at the Inc. 500 boards 

became more complicated than I first expected.  My 

committee challenged me to triangulate three studies 

into one.  First was an eight page questionnaire sent 

to hundreds of Inc. 500 Company CEOs from the 

rankings between 1982-85.  We were pleasantly 

surprised at the high response rate from these 

leaders, including the heads of US Robotics, 

Microsoft (both were still private concerns at that 

time), and others.  Next, with the help of these CEOs, 

who provided the names and contact information of 

their directors – confidential data which they had no 

obligation to provide me, I sent out a similar eight 

page questionnaire to the directors.  Finally, again 

with the help and encouragement of the CEOs, I 

conducted in-depth follow up with CEOs and their 

directors for seven of the firms included in the study. 

 

The study generated a large amount of data, which 

produced both predicted and unpredicted results.  

Just two quick points will hopefully demonstrate this 
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observation: On one hand, entrepreneurs feel more 

confident keeping their circle of advisors small, and 

relying primarily on insiders, or, “inside directors,” as 

defined in the study.  On the other hand, when linking 

board financial performance with the presence of 

“outside directors,” entrepreneurs who opened their 

corporate governance process to outside counsel 

tended to be more profitable.  Such is the complexity 

of the corporate boardroom.  All my business, 

academic, and consultancy work since the study was 

completed continue to reaffirm these conclusions. 

 

The results of the study were contained in my 

dissertation, and, later in a book called, Boards of 

Directors and the Privately-Owned Firm: A Study of 

the Inc. 500 (Quorum Books, 1992).  The success of 

the study helped propel my career as a Professor of 

Management at James Madison University, and also 

as a consultant and writer on boards and corporate 

governance.  That led to my relationship with the 

National Association of Corporate Directors.  Mrs. 

Alex Lajoux and John Nash noticed my work and 

invited me to contribute regular columns for the NACD 

newsletter aimed at entrepreneurs and private firms.  
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That relationship continued throughout the 1990s, and 

culminated in the publication of Boardroom Basics, a 

collection of my NACD columns, in 1998. 

 

Later in that decade, however, my personal focus 

shifted toward Asia, and, specifically, Vietnam.  I 

began working there in 1992 leading student tours.  

The early stages of private enterprise I discovered 

there fascinated me.  I was privileged to be invited to 

help launch Vietnam University’s business school, 

and quickly became immersed in the privatization of 

Vietnam’s previously all state-dominated economy.  

This experience challenged all my skills and 

experience as a professor and consultant.  Over the 

next twenty years I have kept coming back to the 

basic lessons I learned as a graduate student, 

professor, consultant, and practicing entrepreneur.  I 

have given countless lectures on the principles of 

good corporate governance, and have had many of 

the lessons contained in my books translated into 

Vietnamese. 

With the advent of social media and the digitization of 

just about everything, I came to realize that there was 

still value in these lessons, which might be useful to a 
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generation that prefers EBooks, nooks, kindles, and  

everything downloadable to bulky paper books.  On 

the 15 anniversary of the original publication of 

Boardroom Basics, and 30 years since my study of 

boardrooms began, I am pleased to re-release this 

book to a new generation.  I hope that readers will 

find some value within its “e-pages” and welcome 

your comments both directly and via social media 

conversation. 

 
Dr. Roger H. Ford 

January, 2013 
Danang, Vietnam 
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Preface to the 1998 Edition 
Roger H. Ford, Ph.D. 

Zane Showker Professor of Entrepreneurship 

James Madison University 

Harrisonburg, Virginia 

 

I am pleased to offer this book to the growing body of 

literature supporting the world of corporate boards of 

directors.  This book is the outgrowth of several years 

of my work as the Private Boards column editor of 

Director’s Monthly, the official publication of the 

National Association of 

Corporate Directors.  The 

column was aimed at helping 

the owners and directors of 

privately-owned companies 

better utilize the potential 

power of the board of directors.  This book, based 

largely on updated versions of those columns is 

designed to help the reader get started.  It contains 

the basic concepts and tools needed to create and 

improve the private company board. 

 

These are basic 

concepts and tools 

needed to create and 

improve the company 

board. 
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Having worked in this field for 20 years as both 

academic and practitioner, I am thoroughly convinced 

that most private companies can benefit greatly from 

an effective board of directors.  The main determining 

factor as to whether or not a private company will 

receive the benefits of a board is the attitude and 

determination of that company’s owner or ownership 

team.  To the millions of private company owners in 

the United States, I give this challenge: A good board 

may be the best investment you ever made for your 

business.  The decision is yours.  The ball is in your 

court. 

 

Harvard’s C. Roland Christensen once said that 

outside directors are the most 

under-appreciated and under-

utilized asset available to any 

business.  I agree with 

Professor Christensen, but 

more importantly, I think it is 

the board as a unit that is the real key.  This unit 

should include both outside directors and inside 

directors combined with the owner/manager.  A good 

A good board may be 

the best investment 

you ever made for your 

business. 
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board is an effective team-even if that team is small 

with, perhaps, only three or four members. 

 

It takes a lot of time and hard work to build any team, 

especially a high-level team like a board of directors, 

so let’s get started now!  I hope Boardroom Basics will 

help owners begin the journey toward building 

effective boards of directors.
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Foreword 
John M. Nash 

President 

National Association of Corporate Directors 

December 1997 

 

In 1997, The National Association of Corporate 

Directors celebrated its first 20 years of corporate 

governance leadership.  Our earliest members were 

primarily chief executives and directors from smaller 

firms, both public and private.  By the early 1990s, our 

Association had grown to 

include a great number of 

directors serving on the 

boards of very large 

publicly held companies. 

 

The increasing presence of directors from large public 

companies had a predictable impact on the editorial 

content of our publication, including Director’s 

Monthly, our official newsletter.  DM pages 

increasingly featured the people and issues 

associated with the Fortune 500.  This was fine for 

This book is a worthwhile 

addition to its field.  I 

recommend it to all 

directors. 
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directors of large companies, but it was less useful for 

director’s private surveys. 

 

So as the mid-decade approached, we faced a classic 

governance dilemma: How could we serve all our 

constituencies? The solution was clear.  We would 

continue to cover large company issues, but would 

invite well-known facing directors of private 

companies. 

 

First on our list was Professor Roger Ford and we 

were delighted when he agreed to write for DM.  

Fortunately for us, he was more than ready.  In fact, 

he had been planning to approach us with the same 

idea and even had his first column in mind!  Since 

then, his articles have come in like clockwork and 

have helped our member keep up to date with the 

changing issues facing private companies today.  

Writing with forward gives me the opportunity to say 

publicly what I have often thought privately: Thank 

you for an excellent column, Roger Ford. 

As the summa of all Ford columns, this book is a 

worth-while addition to its field.  I heartily recommend 

it to all directors. 
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(South China Sea Development, 2013) By Roger H. Ford, Ph.D.

“BOARDROOM BASICS” is an introductory guide especially 
aimed at directors, board leaders and board members of smaller 
organizations. Based on Dr. Ford’s popular column in Director’s 
Monthly, the official publication of the National Association of Cor-
porate Directors, the book offers a series of short, easy to read and 
apply articles essential for board member education. Dr. Ford’s 
expertise is complemented with a slate of expert coauthors and 
contributing authors.

What others have said about Roger Ford’s boardroom expertise:

Dr. Roger H. Ford is an American professor and 
entrepreneur.  A former Fulbright Senior Scholar to 
Vietnam, Dr. Ford was a founder of the Hanoi School 
of Business (VNU) and served as the Chief of Party for 
the USAID-funded Vietnam Competitiveness Initia-
tive. An internationally recognized expert on corporate 
governance, he serves or has served on the boards of 
more than a dozen firms and organizations and has 
published extensively on related subjects. Dr. Ford 
founded South China Sea Development Company, 
together with his wife, Holly, in 2003 to create a 
platform to participate in the development of the South 
East Asia region.
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